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1° 1- Training programs in France

Key figures :

85 Public Universities

224 Engineering schools

220 Business schools

291 Ecoles Doctorales

1 200 Research Laboratories

1 of 3 PhD is prepared by a foreign student

Programs taught in English : 1117 Schools 

- Business and management : 515

- Tourism, hotel and catering management : 39 

- Sciences, Environmment, Health Science : 287 

- Agriculture and Agroindustry : 45

- Mathematics : 52 

- Engineering and Technology : 324 

- Law, Economics : 144 

- Humanities, Languages, Literature : 128

- Architecture, Arts, Design, Fashion : 98



1° 2- Traineeships 

Duration :

The duration of the course 

depends on the study context in 

which it is enrolled.

The maximum duration is a 6 

month period (without exception 

or derogation possible)

Compensation:

In France,  trainees receive a gratuity 

and not a salary. For courses less 

than 2 months, it is optional and can 

be  negotiated with the employer.

When the qualifying period exceeds 

two months, it is subject to a 

mandatory gratuity.

If there is no collective agreement, a 

decree sets the salary of the trainee to 

12.5% of the hourly social security 

ceiling.

Training agreement :

Training agreement must contain 

essential information: dates, 

duration, weekly schedule, 

internship program, objectives 

and tasks, bonus, social security, 

insurance, name of guardian ...



1° 3- Cost of studies 

The annual tuition fees, fixed for all public institutions have been set for the academic 

year 2014-2015 to:

189.10 euros for License students (the 3rd  year at university )

261.10 euros for Master students

396,10 euros for PhD students

615.10 euros for students in engineering schools

The cost of enrollment in private institutions, including business schools, is 

significantly higher (typically from 3 000 to 10 000 per year).

France has a policy of equal treatment for French and foreign students

(same registration fees, same national degrees, same social rights.)



1° 4- Scholarships, grants and other funding

A- Financing studies abroad

There are different scholarships 

depending on your projet.

According to the French 
website,  France has 
682 scholarship 
programs.



Level of schooling Number of scholarships and 
few examples 

Bachelor 85 scholarships : 

Erasmus grants from the European union 
King Abdallah scholarship program from the Saudi 
ministry of higher education 

… 
Master 186 scholarships : 

Canada graduate scholarship 
Master’s mobility grants from the francophone 
university 

… 

PhD 169 scholarships : 

Doctoral research grants on nonpriority 
Research grants from the national center for space 
studies 

… 

Postdoctoral 86 scholarships : 

Research in Paris program of the city of Paris 
Whitaker international fellows and scholars program 

… 

 

According to the 

level and type of 

studies



3,984,000 international 
students worlwide in 

2014

By continents Number of scholarships and 

few examples 

Africa, Oceania, Americas, Asia, 

Europe 
323 scholarships : 

Eiffel master’s grants from the French ministry 

of foreign affairs 

Major merit grants from AEFE and the French 

ministry of foreign and European affairs 

Internship grants from the francophone 

university agency 

… 

 

Depending on where you come from, 

continents, countries.
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2° 1- Statistics of foreign students by country
The number of  Erasmus students from the 

country, who study in another European country 

2012-2013
Pays 2012-2013

Spain 39 249

France 35 311

Germany 34 891

Poland 16 221

Hungary 4 387

The number of Erasmus students from other 

European countries 2012-2013(2012-2013)

Spain 40 202 1st

Germany 30 368 2nd

France 29 293 3rd

Poland 10 772 7th

Hungary 4 318 18th



2° 2- Statistics of foreign students by level of study



2° 3- Statistics of foreign students by type of training



2° 4- Statistics of foreign students by branch of study



6 months

Average time spent abroad

22 Years

Average age
272 €

Average scholarship per  student per 
month

2° 5- Some averages

Spending on higher education account for approximately 23 billion Euros every year. Funding is 

overwhelmingly public (87%). This represents an average investment of 10,800 Euros per student, whatever  the 

nationality.
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3° 1- For the quality and open-minded higher

education at international level

The excellence of French higher education is recognized  worldwide indeed French institutions are always on top of 

various rankings (Shanghai, the Financial Times, the Times or the European Report on Science & Technology of the 

European Commission). Industrial success, technological and French scientists (space, transportation, medicine, 

mathematics), the number of Nobel Prize winners or Fields Medals demonstrate that France is among the most dynamic

innovation and research center.

Jean Tirole: Nobel Prize 

in Economics 2014

(Third French after 

Gérard Debreu : 1983; 

Charles Allais 1988 ) 

In literature, since the 

creation of the Nobel 

Prize in 1901, 

France holds the world 

record with 15 Nobel 

prize writers, 

who, according to 

Nobel, have rendered 

great services to 

humanity.

Arthur Avila : Field 

Medal 2014

France is just behind 

the United States on top 

of the podium of 

countries distinguished 

by the Fields Medal, 

considered the Nobel 

Prize for mathematics

(12 F and 13 US)



3° 2- For the contemporary French culture
French artists recognized in all fields.

Cinema :

- Directors/Producers : Godard, 

Truffaut, Blier, Lelouch, Besson…

- Actors : Marion Cotillard 

( Oscar 2008 Best actress), Gérard  

Depardieu, Jean Reno, Sophie 

Marceau…

Music : 

- Classic :  Claude 

Debussy, Maurice 

Ravel, Gabriel Fauré, 

Olivier Messiaen…

- Contemporary : 

Jean-Michel Jarre…

Literature : 

Classic, contemporary and currents writers, 

poets and philosophers : Molière, Voltaire, Jules 

Verne, Victor Hugo, Emile Zola, Charles 

Baudelaire, Jacques Prévert, Jean-Paul Sartre, 

Boris Vian, Marguerite Duras, Simone de 

Beauvoir, Bernard Henry Levy, Marguerite 

Yourcenar, Marc Levy, Albert Cohen,Le Clezio…



Architecture and design :

- Architects : Gustave Eiffel, Le Corbusier, Jean Nouvel…

- Designers : Charlotte Perriand, Andrée Putman, Philippe Starck …

Photography :

- Photographers : Raymond Depardon, Henri Cartier-Bresson, 

Bettina Rheims, Yann Arthus-Bertand, Jean-Paul GOUDE… 

Contemporary Art :

- French Artists : Duchamp, Soulages, Klein, Dubuffet...

- Foreign artists : Jeff Koons, Murakami … 

Festivals :

- Current Music : Vieilles Charrues, 

Francofolies, Jazz in Marciac, 

Eurockéennes…

- Classical Music : Opera in Aix in 

Provence, Piano in La Roque d'Anthéron

- Cinema : Cannes .

- Theater : Avignon

- Photography : Arles



3° 3- For the art of living in France

For 5 years, the ranking of "The International Living Association“ has  placed France 

among the top countries in terms of quality of life (1st in 2010)

Living in  France means :

- Benefiting from the world's best health system ranked 

number 1 by WHO

- Having one of best life expectancy rates in the world

(77 years for men, 84 for women)

- Enjoying a labor law that allows room for leisure (35-hour 

week and 5 weeks of vacation for everyone.) 

- Having a pleasant environment and political stability: that 

makes it  one of the safest  countries in Europe.



First world tourist destination

35 sites among the 900 listed as World Heritage of UNESCO, 

are French.



Paris is the first global destination for business tourism and international fairs.



A lifestyle unmatched

France has a culinary reputation and since 

2010 has been classified as the intangible world 

heritage of UNESCO (350 types of cheese, the 

vineyards of Bordeaux, Burgundy ... where  the 

masterpieces of the great chefs).

France  also offers many leisure activities that 

are very accessible nationwide (city/Towns, 

seaside, mountains, countryside…)

France is at the heart of Europe

With its 9 countries bordering, France is a 

vital platform of the old continent.



3° 4- For the dynamics of the French economy

* Fifth world 

economic power.

* First host 

country of 

Foreign Direct 

Investment in 

Europe and 

second in the 

world.

First world place for luxury industry

First European place and second in the world classification for  

large retailers

Second world rank  and first European place  for agriculture

Third world place  for productivity

French Industries' jewels  are :

agribusiness

Fashion, luxury and cosmetics

Automotive and pneumatic

Electronics

Aerospace



3° 5- For the radiation of "know-how" French

France is particularly competitive in certain sectors.

France exports its expertise in the field of business graphics, animation 

"3D", fashion and textile, wood, stone, earth and scents, the catering 

trade.

The section "sports studies" in colleges, 

high schools and training centers backed by 

professional clubs allow to train top athletes.

France has sports facilities of the highest 

quality nationwide, (Paris, ile de France and 

provincial towns) allowing to host 

competitions at international level.
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http://www.erasmusworld.org
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